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3 Understanding assessment 

 

Throughout life, you’ll learn both informally and formally as you expand your 
skills for personal and professional reasons. Often your abilities will be assessed 
in various ways. In formal learning, your tutors will use assessments to judge 
your achievements against a set of standards or ‘Learning Aims and criteria.’ 

Why is understanding about assessment important to you? 

For BTEC study: your progress will be measured in various ways and you need 
to be aware of: 

● the standards laid down in the BTEC criteria 

● how these standards can be achieved in different assessment formats and 

activities 

● what will gain you credit and what will lose you credit at each assessment 

stage 

● the need to adapt your learning style and approach to develop different skill 

sets. 

 

For work: assessment in the workplace is a tool of good management. For 
example, using: 

● formal appraisal systems monitoring performance at measured intervals. 

This may be based on criteria set by your employer rather than by external 

bodies 

● ongoing personal development programmes. 

Your BTEC experience will help you understand and prepare for workplace 
assessment helping you to progress in your chosen career. 

What can you do to develop your understanding of assessment? 

Understanding BTEC assessment means: 

● identifying the assessment learning aims and criteria for your course. You 

can do this by: 

o consulting your BTEC course handbook 

o listening carefully to any explanations given in class by your tutor. 

● recognising that some assessment is ‘formative.’ That means: 

o a task set to give you practice but results don’t count in your final 

grade. 

● recognising that some assessment is ‘summative.’ That means: 

o it counts towards your final grade. 
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Important to know 

BTEC tutors are restricted by the regulations in the amount of guidance they can give 
you about your assessment. This may include restricting the number of times that you 
can present your work for preassessment comment or guidance. 

 

In your assessments, you’ll have to meet certain core learning aims and criteria 

related to each unit, showing: 

● core knowledge and understanding of what that knowledge means 

● understanding the unit’s basic theoretical/philosophical foundations 

● the ability to explain and analyse information, experiences and observations 

in each unit 

● a range of personal skills, including the ability to reflect on your learning and 

experiences. 

 

How will you be assessed? 

The forms of assessed work are varied. Examples of how you might be assessed 
include: 

● responses to case studies – given to you or selected by you (with tutor’s 

approval) 

● essay-type assignments – in this ‘traditional’ format in many subjects, 

these could be long or short answer style either as assignment work or 

external assessment under controlled conditions 

● external assessment under controlled conditions – where you rely on 

your learning and memory to respond to the tasks. These need to be 

completed within time limitations 

● group or team activity – where a number of learners work together to 

produce an outcome and individual contributions are assessed 

● presentations – where you present your work orally, with a written 

accompaniment, for example PowerPoint 

● projects/project plans – dependent on your BTEC subject but usually 

following guidelines, given to you by your tutor 

● report-type assignments – usually following prescribed formats consistent 

with your professional area and/or BTEC guidelines. 

 

TIP Remember your personal appearance and behaviour is important. In some 
assessments where you present yourself and your ideas in person, it is advisable 

to dress and act appropriately, as this is a professional occasion. Work at 
presenting yourself and your work with confidence. Making sure your appearance 
is appropriate may not affect your mark, but it may have an impact on the 
professionalism and quality of your performance. 
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What is considered when assessing assignments? 

Each subject and topic will be different, with their nature and content varying. 
For example, in some subjects there are clear ‘right/wrong’ answers (for 
example a factual answer such as giving the sequence of traffic lights in a driving 
test), but in others the quality of the work is judged on how effectively you 
analyse the topic. You need to learn about some of the ‘hidden rules’ about 
assessment. 

Three things are common to all subjects: presentation, structure and content. 
These apply regardless of whether this is a written coursework or an oral 
presentation. They work together.  

Look at it this way: if the presentation is poor, this will distract the assessor; 
similarly, if the structure is poor, this will distract the assessor. These two 
negatives might make it difficult for the assessor to evaluate the actual content 
you’ve prepared correctly. Here are some key questions to ask yourself about 
your work: 

 

Presentation ● is your writing laid out neatly and is it free of spelling, grammar and 

mathematical flaws? 

● is your oral delivery clear and well-considered in word choice and 
pitch? 

Structure ● does your writing flow from description to analysis and then to 
argument as needed? 

● do your calculations follow an accepted format and include all 
relevant steps? 

Content ● is your answer accurate, relevant and complete as a response to the 
task set? 

● is all the source material you’ve used appropriate to the task? 

These points are important as these are the things that can affect the quality of 
your work. So, checking your work carefully before submitting it is essential for a 

good grade. 

 

TIP Read any feedback you receive carefully. Ensure any work you do later deals with 
points brought to your attention. If you fail to act on your tutor’s feedback on 
work you carry out before you assessment, you may find your assessment work 
later doesn’t get the marks you would like. 

 

Checklist for developing your understanding of BTEC assessment 

processes 

 Check format of BTEC assignment guidelines, especially type of evidence 

required 

 Look to your course guidelines for what will be expected in that assignment 

 Discuss the assessment criteria with your tutor rather than rely on hearsay 

 Create your own personal checklist of things you need to do to achieve good 

grades. 
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Learning activity 

 

Case study on assessment 

Jamila has not done very well in her assignment work so far. She has always just scraped 

a pass and has been told that she needs to raise her game if she’s going to achieve the 
final result she needs to move on in her education. She attends all the classes and reads 
all the material that her tutor sets for the class. 

In her earlier education, she did well with memory exercises and multiple choice 
questions, but she can’t get her head around how BTEC is assessed. She probably needs 
to pin down what is required before she can do well. There isn’t time to work through 

different methods by trial and error to find what works. She needs help. 

Activity 3.1. Understanding assessment 

Jamila can’t see where she is going wrong. In the grid below, suggest to Jamila 
what she needs to do to perform well in her assessment. As a guide to compile 
your list, use the information given on pages 1 and 2 of this Activity Sheet and in 

your printed course handbook. 

Do not mark up the check boxes at this stage. 

 

Oral (spoken) assessments – PowerPoint® presentation, poster 

presentation, reporting group work 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 

Written assessments 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

Performance: assessment of practical skills from placement, interview 

practice etc. 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 

Online (e.g. virtual learning environment assessment including blog, learning 

log, diary) 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 
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Internal Tests/External Assessment 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 

Other forms of assessment [state the form you are identifying]: 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 ___________________________________ 

 

Reflective activities 

Activity 3.2. Reflecting on previous coursework assessment 

Consider your past assessments – whether at pass, merit or distinction grades. 
Think of five aspects that you do well and five aspects that you could develop to 

achieve better BTEC grades. 

 

A. Aspects where you do well B. Aspects you could develop further 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

Activity 3.3. Discussing assessment with other learners 

Often when learning in new areas, it is valuable to discuss certain aspects of the 
work with others. 

● Discuss your responses to Activities 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 with other learners. 

This will help you to reflect on: 

o your own perceptions about BTEC assessment 

o how others in your class view BTEC assessment 

o how your perceptions about BTEC assessment might alter as a result of 

that discussion. 

● Raise contentious points or points that are unclear to you with your tutor. 

They may suggest a class discussion to ensure everyone is clear about what 

assessment involves. 

● Remember: All your assessment work will need to be your own work and not 

copied from others. 
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Action points 

Challenge yourself by writing down some action points and ways you can achieve 
them in relation to understanding BTEC assessment (these could relate to your 
answers in column B of Activity 3.3). If appropriate, set yourself a target date to 
do this. 

 

Action points for developing your understanding of assessment 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

 

Link 

To help you to develop your Skills for Learning and Work, look also at: 

● Activity Sheet 7 on Citing and referencing to avoid plagiarism 

● Activity Sheet 8 on Understanding the writing process. 

 



 

 

 


